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INTRODUCTION

• There is a lack of large sets of MRI data, needed for training and validating medical imaging analysis
algorithms. Such data can be generated by multiple data generation options i.e. MRI physics based
simulations and data driven image synthesis
• We propose a method to generate realistic brain MRI (Figure 1), which is based on
• Creating a realistic phantom
• Performing k-space simulation
• Realistic noise addition, followed by FFT reconstruction

RESULTS
• Realistic multiple axial slices of the simulated T1w and T2w brain MRI along with the
ground truth labels are generated (Figure 2)
• The detailed set of phantom labels well preserved the anatomical details
• The complex noise incorporated into the raw k-space simulated data resulted in more
realistic overall image appearance
• Per slice simulation time was ~20 min on 16 core processor

Post Processing:
• Variable complex noise
(as
per
k-space
frequency levels and for
overall desired SNR) is
generated and added to
the raw k-space data
• FFT reconstruction on
the noise added kspace data is performed
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MR Simulation:
• Diverse tissue properties from
literature3 assigned to the
generated phantom
• Open source numerical Blochsolver software JEMRIS4 used
as a simulation platform
• Multiple 2D gradient echo
T1w and spin echo T2w axial
slices simulation is performed

T2w

Phantom Generation:
• T1w brain MRI volume of a young
healthy subject taken from the open
source human connectome project1
• 20 class brain labels obtained on MRI
volume from Philips proprietary
automated brain classification tool2
• Phantom generated taken as a
ground truth for contrast simulations
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METHODS

Figure 2: Multiple brain axial slices of generated Ground Truth (GT) (top row), simulated T1w (middle row) and T2w (bottom
row). GT include 20 labels for skull and brain GM, WM, CSF, midbrain, deep gray structures, and ventricles.

CONCLUSION
• Overall realistic appearing sharp brain MRI images are simulated having desired SNR
• In the future, a larger database has to be generated over more ground truths with more
contrast images per set
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